The chapter first reviews the difficulties involved in establishing settlement layout. This is followed by a discussion of dispersed settlements to more nucleated forms often characterized by enclosures. The distinction between rural and urban forms is discussed as is the relationship between Late Saxon and medieval ... urban village is also applied to certain urban neighborhoods. A village is a clustered human settlement or community, larger than a hamlet but smaller than a town (although the word ... are typically ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand. Though villages are often located in rural areas, the term under village is also applied to certain urban neighborhoods.

Rural Settlements and Society in Anglo-Saxon England. Helena Hamerow. Medieval History and Archaeology. In the course of the fifth century, the farms and villas of lowland Britain were replaced by the new, distinctive settlements of Anglo-Saxon communities. This volume presents a major synthesis of the evidence, now rapidly growing, for such settlements from ... A central theme throughout the book is the impact on rural producers of the rise of lordship and markets, and how this ... an introduction to the wealth of information yielded by settlement archaeology, and to the enormous contribution that it ... measured by ... Aspects of Rural Settlements and Rural Society in Early Medieval India seeks to undertake two kinds of explorations, one methodological and the other thematic. Methodologically, it examines levels of inscriptions—historians' main source for references to ancient villages—from diverse angles to try and understand the organisation of villages in relation to different tensions across the country.
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